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In-house Opportunity, Dyson, Engineering with Electronics, Wiltshire
Work for a leading British institution and be at the forefront of innovation. Dyson has an 
increasing work load due to heavy investment being made in the company’s Research, 
Design and Development (RDD) projects. As a result, they are seeking another patent 
attorney to join the team. The role will involve a significant amount of drafting work (mainly 
mechanical subject matter) and prosecution, competitor search and analysis, and the 
opportunity to provide strategic IP advice that could impact the future direction of the 
company. You will work closely with the RDD and product development teams, advising on 
IP issues from the initial product conception right through to its launch onto the market. 
The work is stimulating and challenging, and the environment is characterised by energy, 
enthusiasm and initiative.

Part Qualified Patent Attorney, Electronics, Yorkshire, £40-£45,000
Manage a niche portfolio of intriguing clients, with a technology base ranging from 
intricate and detailed computer architecture, mobile technologies, software and cloud 
security, through to financial and banking systems for large multi-site corporations. 
You will need to possess a commercial edge and the ability to recognise and 
implement viable business opportunities, both for the benefit of the firm and to further 
your clients’ IP. The firm enjoy a modern outlook on the sector, a business model that 
has successfully facilitated substantial growth and expansion since their launch, and 
encourage their attorneys to share their contemporary approach. There is a 
collegiate working environment where ideas are shared and developed among the 
team, and there is plenty of opportunity to build and tailor your own practice to suit 
your strengths and interests. 

Finalist Level Patent Attorney, Engineering, South West, £50-£55,000
Work in a progressive environment and benefit from first class direct client interaction, with 
regular face to face meetings across the UK and internationally. The individual technical 
teams within the firm adopt a highly collaborative approach, working closely with 
colleagues and clients to ensure the best possible outcome is achieved. There is never a 
dull moment, with attorneys constantly engaging with their clients, offering them frank and 
realistic advice in relation to existing IP protection, commercialisation and enforcement of 
rights, and with regards to potential growth areas for their clients' portfolios.

Newly Qualified Trade Mark Attorney, South, £60-£65,000
Join one of the most highly ranked trade mark teams in the UK, and work with a varied 
portfolio of sole inventors, SMEs and multinational conglomerates across a range of 
technologies. You will work closely with your clients on the initial creation and ongoing 
protection of distinctive brands, and advise them on international and commercial strategy. 
You will work both offensively and defensively on trade mark enforcement in the UK and 
overseas, and manage an extensive portfolio of prosecution, appeals and oppositions. 
The Trade Mark team is extremely visible in the IP world. It actively participates in a 
number of networking events and conferences, and provides lectures and presentations 
for the wider IP and legal industry, clients, and prospective new business.

Finalist, up to 2 Years’ PQE, Chemistry, London, £50-£75,000
This is a very exciting opportunity to join a firm with serious ambitions for its London 
operation.  This role would really suit someone looking for variety of both client work and 
technical mix and who enjoys some of the commercial aspects of the job.  The firm offers 
genuine career advancement and a very fulfilling time whilst achieving your goals. They are 
a leading name within the Intellectual Property sector and their client base will allow you to 
be at the forefront of some of the most innovative developments in the chemical field.

Part Qualified Patent Attorney, Engineering/Electronics, London, £35-£45,000
This firm is able to offer you the security that is only afforded by a reputation built through 
years of impeccable service, but with an approach that views the IP profession through 
fresh eyes. They have been actively growing their team through the addition of new 
members, as opposed to replacements, and are now in need of an experienced trainee to 
work within their Electronics or Engineering team (or both). The close knit working 
environment will allow you to gain early experience in all patent duties, including the 
drafting and prosecution of EU, British and PCT patent applications; representing clients 
at the EPO; offering strategic advice and managing highly valuable IP portfolios. There 
will also be the opportunity to travel to meet clients both within the UK and overseas, in 
particular Japan and the US.

Recently Qualified Patent Attorney, Electronics, South West, c. £65,000
This firm has struck an excellent balance between a modern and forward thinking 
working environment, and a reputation and client base that only a long standing and 
consistently successful firm can hold. The innovative IT infrastructure allows for 
considerable flexibility for remote working and communication across its offices, as 
well as a paper-lite office and a huge peer and Partner led support structure for 
those entering the business. The firm is not afraid to put you in front of clients from 
early on, and believes that your development within the firm, and a successful 
career, is achieved through a combination of experiential learning and academic 
study. The firm is keen to continue their growth plan and they are creating and 
recruiting for new roles at all levels of seniority across their business, instead of just 
simply replacing leavers. 

Qualified/Finalist, Biotechnology, London 
Be a strategist, advisor and advocate for some 
of the top ten biotechnology companies in the 

world. You will be joining the practice of one of the pioneers in the industry with a stellar 
reputation; you will enjoy a refreshing dynamic approach to the profession, a challenging 
working environment, and one of the best bonus schemes around. You will be responsible 
for shaping and implementing your clients’ IP programmes across Europe and will be 
exposed to significant oppositions and litigations, high value prosecution and strategic due 
diligence, and contentious work in the field of SPCs, regulatory data protection and 
orphan drug legislation. Driven by the practice, the Life Sciences department is one of the 
true success stories of the industry, continuing to grow strongly over the last ten years 
despite the historical economic uncertainty. The firm as a whole operates a true 
meritocracy and always ensures that the best people are rewarded; there is demonstrable 
career progression, the freedom to mould your practice to suit your interests, and access 
to some of the best clients and attorneys around. This is an opportunity not to be missed 
for those with the ambition and drive to excel in their field.

For more information or to apply to any of these roles speak to Pete Fellows or 
Phillipa Field on 020 7903 5019 or email: contact@fellowsandassociates.com.
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Qualified Patent Attorney, Electronics/Engineering, the North 
A leading private practice has recently secured an impressive new client and is growing 
their Electronics team with an additional qualified patent attorney as a result. 
Responsibilities will include original drafting and prosecution in the UK and Europe, as well 
as liaising with and instructing foreign agents on the protection of your clients’ IP in 
jurisdictions overseas. You will be expected to work closely with your clients in the initial 
identification of IP and provide ongoing strategic advice and support throughout the full IP 
lifecycle. Although business development is not essential in building your practice when you 
join (as it is already quite substantial) it is hoped that you will be comfortable in assisting in 
the future acquisition of new clients to expand the team’s fee earning capabilities.


